On many mRNAs, protein synthesis is limited by the rate of initiation ([@r1]). In bacteria, formation of the 30S preinititation complex (30S-PIC) involves stochastic and reversible binding between the 30S ribosomal subunit, mRNA, and fMet-tRNA^fMet^. Assisted by the initiation factors IF1, IF2, and IF3, the 30S becomes locked on the mRNA ribosome binding site (RBS), forming the 30S initiation complex (30S-IC) ([@r2][@r3][@r4][@r5][@r6]--[@r7]). In the canonical model, 2 RNA--RNA interactions are crucial for positioning and stabilization of this state. The Shine and Dalgarno (SD) sequence, upstream of the AUG start codon of the mRNA, base pairs with the anti-SD sequence near the 3′ end of 16S rRNA ([@r8], [@r9]), and the anticodon of fMet-tRNA^fMet^ base pairs with the start codon. Subsequent steps involve 50S joining, GTP hydrolysis on IF2, and dissociation of all IFs, whereupon the assembled 70S ribosome complex can enter elongation ([@r10]). Several studies have indicated that stable secondary structure at the RBS countercorrelates with high translation efficiency (TE), whereas SD sequences appear to be less predictive of output ([@r11][@r12]--[@r13]).

Although stable RNA structure at an RBS is inhibitory for initiation ([@r5], [@r14]), some such mRNAs support surprisingly high translation rates ([@r15][@r16]--[@r17]). For example, a structured mRNA region can bind the so-called platform of the 30S subunit, using the SD/anti-SD interaction. Unfolding of the mRNA by ribosomal protein (r-protein) S1 promotes accommodation into the ribosome decoding channel ([@r17], [@r18]). A second strategy to overcome a stable, inhibitory structure at an RBS involves 30S subunit binding to a so-called ribosome standby site. This mechanism was first proposed to explain the high translation rate of the coat cistron of RNA phage MS2 ([@r15], [@r19]). Equilibrium models, taking the stability of the inhibitory RBS hairpin and the known 30S--mRNAs affinity into account, predicted coat translation rates 5 orders of magnitude lower than those empirically determined. To resolve this paradox, a model was proposed that involves sequence-nonspecific binding of a 30S subunit to a single-stranded segment of the mRNA ([@r19]). With a 30S ribosome on standby, initiation no longer depends on recruitment of the 30S subunit from the cytoplasm (second-order binding event), but instead on the unfolding/folding rates of the inhibitory hairpin (first order). Thus, a ribosome on standby competes efficiently with rapidly folding structures in an otherwise inaccessible RBS.

The standby model has since gained support outside the MS2 system. Biochemical experiments showed that 30S subunits bind a stable hairpin when preceded by a short tail of U-residues ([@r20]). We showed that short unstructured sequences preceding an inhibitory MS2 coat-like RBS hairpin can act as standby sites to stimulate translation ([@r21]). Standby sites can also act at considerable distances from structured RBSs. The best-characterized naturally occurring system featuring a standby mechanism is the type I toxin/antitoxin locus *tisB*/*istR-1* in *Escherichia coli* ([@r16], [@r22], [@r23]). When induced by DNA damage, TisB depolarizes the inner membrane, induces growth arrest, and promotes persister cell formation ([@r23], [@r24]). In terms of mechanism, the primary *tisB* mRNA transcript (+1) is untranslatable because of structural inaccessibility of the *tisB* RBS. Upon processing, which removes the 5′-most 41 nt, the +42 mRNA becomes translatable, dependent on a structure change ∼100 nt upstream of the RBS that exposes a single-stranded region as a standby site ([@r16]). The antisense sRNA IstR-1 inhibits TisB translation by preventing standby. This involves extensive, perfect base-pairing across the single-stranded segment ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) and RNA duplex cleavage by RNase III, generating the translationally inert +106 mRNA. That is, binding of 30S subunits to the standby site in +42 mRNA permits relocation to the sequestered *tisB* RBS upon breathing of this structure. In the absence of a standby site, as in the +1 and +106 variants, translation is inhibited ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and ref. [@r16]).

![tRNA^fMet^-independent binding of 30S subunits to the *tisB* standby site. (*A*) Schematic secondary structure of the +42 mRNA: 5′ and 3′ UTR (gray), ORF (black), standby site (blue), SD, and AUG (green). Regulation is explained in the main text. (*B*) 5 nM of 3′-end FAM-labeled +42 *tisB* mRNA was incubated in the absence (blue squares) or presence of prebound IstR-1 (75 nM, red circles) at different concentration of 30S subunits. For information on experimental details and curve fitting, see [*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental). (*C*) 3′-end FAM-labeled +42 *tisB* mRNA (5 nM) incubated with 30S (150 nM), alone or with a 50-fold excess of unlabeled competitor (+42 or +106 mRNA). Anisotropy variation was calculated from 3 independent experiments. \**T*-test *P* values \< 0.05. (*D*) Schematics of effects on anisotropy of fluorescence emission on 30S or IstR-1 binding. Thin and thick arrows indicate low and high rotational diffusion, respectively. The purple star indicates the location of the 3′-end FAM dye.](pnas.1904309116fig01){#fig01}

There is strong circumstantial evidence for standby translation and its regulation by IstR-1. However, so far, no direct experimental evidence has shown a ribosome residing on a distal standby site. Here, we delineate the anatomy of the *tisB* mRNA standby site. Our results demonstrate tRNA^fMet^-independent 30S subunit binding and an r-protein S1 requirement for standby. Cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) experiments corroborate binding of S1 alone, as well as of 30S subunits, to the single-stranded standby region, and also to a short 5′ stem-loop structure. This structure is an unexpected element required for standby.

Results {#s1}
=======

tRNA^fMet^-Independent 30S Subunit Binding to the +42 *tisB* mRNA Standby Site. {#s2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although previous data strongly support a standby mechanism, evidence for a direct 30S-standby site interaction on *tisB* mRNA had not been obtained. For instance, in the absence of tRNA^fMet^, 30S toeprints were not seen near the standby sequence ([@r16]). We therefore measured direct binding of 30S subunits to the *tisB* standby site. Changes of fluorescence anisotropy of 3′-end FAM-labeled mRNAs were monitored in the presence of purified 30S subunits, as in ref. [@r25]. Fluorescence anisotropy increased as a function of 30S concentration, indicating that the small subunit binds +42 *tisB* mRNA independently of tRNA^fMet^ (apparent *K*~d~, 26.9 ± 1.3 nM; [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This *K*~d~ value is consistent with known 30S affinities for mRNAs ([@r19]). To test whether binding occurred at the *tisB* standby site, 30S/+42 mRNA complex formation was challenged by the sRNA IstR-1, which base pairs at the standby sequence ([@r16]). IstR-1 dramatically reduced 30S binding to +42 *tisB* mRNA, making *K*~d~ value estimates unreliable ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). For further validation, 30S binding to 3′-end FAM-labeled +42 *tisB* mRNA was challenged by the addition of a 50-fold molar excess of unlabeled mRNA with (+42) or without (+106) a standby site ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of unlabeled +42 mRNA virtually abolished the 30S subunit-dependent increase in fluorescence anisotropy, indicating displacement of the FAM-labeled mRNA from the complex, whereas the +106 mRNA was inefficient as competitor ([Fig. 1 *C* and *D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). These experiments suggest direct tRNA^fMet^-independent 30S subunit binding to the +42 *tisB* standby site.

Ribosomal Protein S1 Is Essential for 30S Initiation Complex Formation on +42 *tisB* mRNA. {#s3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We suspected that a protein component of the 30S subunit was, at least partially, responsible for standby binding. An obvious candidate is the r-protein S1 ([@r26]), as it is essential for ubiquitous translation in *E. coli* ([@r27]), binds single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) ([@r28]), binds to and accommodates structured mRNAs ([@r17], [@r29]), and can unwind RNA structure in vitro ([@r30]). To assess its requirement for *tisB* mRNA translation, 30S subunits were depleted of S1 (30SΔS1). As a control, toeprinting was carried out on *sodB* mRNA, the translation of which is S1-independent ([@r17]), which we confirmed here ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). In contrast, toeprints on +42 *tisB* mRNA were not observed in the absence of S1, but rescued upon its addition ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The S1 requirement for standby-dependent translation was further assessed by in vitro translation of a +42 *tisB-FLAG* mRNA. Inclusion of 70S ribosomes gave high levels of FLAG-tagged TisB, whereas 70SΔS1 ribosomes supported low levels, possibly because of residual S1 in the 30SΔS1 preparation ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). In line with the toeprint results, addition of S1 stimulated translation. As controls, IstR-1 completely inhibited all reactions ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, S1 is required for standby-dependent translation initiation ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) and overall translation of +42 *tisB* mRNA ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Anisotropy experiments also showed that 30S∆S1 subunits exhibit substantially reduced binding to *tisB* mRNA, which was rescued by adding S1 in trans ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). We suggest that S1 anchors the 30S subunit to the *tisB* standby site.

![Ribosomal protein S1 is required for *tisB* mRNA translation. (*A*) Toeprint assay on +42 *tisB* mRNA. Inclusion of 30S, 30S depleted of S1 (ΔS1), and 30SΔS1 complemented with a 3-fold excess of S1, is indicated, as is the presence of tRNA^fMet^. Arrow: +15 relative to AUG. (*B*) In vitro translation of +42 *3xFLAG-tisB* mRNA, with 70S, 70S depleted of S1 (ΔS1), or 70SΔS1 complemented with 3-fold excess of S1. For controls, the presence of IstR-1 is indicated. TisB protein was detected by Western blot. (*C*) Fluorescence anisotropy variation of 3′-end FAM-labeled +42 mRNA (5 nM) with 30S, 30S depleted of S1 (30S∆S1), or 30S∆S1 complemented with S1 (all at 150 nM). \**T*-test *P* values \< 0.05. (*Bottom*) Schematic representation of competition effects on fluorescence anisotropy (see also [Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The purple star indicates the location of the 3′-end FAM dye.](pnas.1904309116fig02){#fig02}

30S Subunit, S1, and IstR-1 Binding Converges on the Standby Site. {#s4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

These experiments do not unambiguously imply direct binding of S1 to the standby site. Therefore, the affinity of S1 for *tisB* mRNA was first assessed by gel-shift. S1 bound tightly to radiolabeled +42 *tisB* mRNA with an apparent *K*~d~ of ∼25 nM ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). By fluorescence anisotropy, we therefore tested whether IstR-1 can block S1 binding to *tisB* mRNA. We used +42 mRNA FAM-labeled at the 5′-end, that is, near the standby site, to maximize the effect of S1 binding on rotational diffusion of the dye. Control experiments confirmed that 30S binding to 5′-end and 3′-end FAM-labeled mRNAs gave comparable *K*~d~ values (cf. [Figs. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Competition by unlabeled +42 mRNA was reproduced with the 5′-end FAM-labeled +42 mRNA, and unlabeled +106 mRNA was ineffective ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, IstR-1 inhibited 30S binding to the 5′-labeled mRNA ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), as it did on 3′-labeled mRNA ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

![Ribosomal protein S1 binds to the *tisB* mRNA standby site. 5′-end FAM-labeled +42 *tisB* mRNA (10 nM) was incubated with increasing concentrations of 30S subunits (*A*) or of protein S1 (*C*). Curve fitting was done as in [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. (*B*) Competition experiments with 5′-end FAM-labeled +42 *tisB* mRNA (10 nM). 30S subunits were at 150 nM, and additions of IstR-1 (200 nM) or competitor mRNAs (500 nM) are indicated. (*D*) As experiment in *B*, but with protein S1 (80 nM) instead of 30S subunits. Calculations are based on triplicates. \**T*-test *P* value \< 0.05; \*\**P* value \< 0.005.](pnas.1904309116fig03){#fig03}

[Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} shows a near-stoichiometric S1 concentration-dependent binding curve. Clearly, S1 bound with high affinity to FAM-labeled *tisB* mRNA (apparent *K*~d~ value \<10 mM; [Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), and IstR-1 decreased fluorescence anisotropy ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). This is expected from IstR-1-dependent sequestration of the standby site, which prevents access to S1 as well as 30S ribosomes. Competition assays added further corroboration. S1/+42 5′-end FAM-labeled mRNA complexes were challenged with an excess of unlabeled +42 or +106 mRNAs. Similar to the 30S results ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), +42 mRNA competed better than +106 mRNA for S1 binding ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Raw data for 30S and S1 binding experiment are shown in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental), and experiments to validate the specificity of interaction in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental).

Mapping of the S1/ 30S Subunit Binding Site by Cross-Linking. {#s5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To precisely map 30S and S1 interactions with the +42 *tisB* mRNA, an in vitro CLIP approach was used. Briefly, the mRNA was incubated with substoichiometric concentrations of either purified 30S subunits (carrying S1-3xFLAG) or S1-3xFLAG only, followed by UV-cross-linking. 30S subunits, S1, and cross-linked RNAs were isolated by immunoprecipitation, followed by trimming of the bound RNA to generate footprints by deep RNA-seq ([*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). [Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows the footprint positions on the +42 *tisB* mRNA sequence (30S: ∼640,000 reads; S1: ∼1.1 million). Both 30S and S1 footprints mapped to the *tisB* mRNA standby site (position 85 to 111). Surprisingly, additional reads covered the far 5′ end of the mRNA (+42 to +69). Further cross-link reads were located in 2 structured regions of the mRNA, upstream of and within the *tisB* reading frame ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), and are discussed in [*Discussion*](#s7){ref-type="sec"}. The striking similarity between the S1 and 30S footprints suggests S1 to be the dominant contact with the mRNA. If other r-proteins had been efficiently cross-linked, this should have resulted in an enrichment in the 30S-dependent reads or in a different pattern. We can tentatively exclude that the 30S footprints stem from free S1 after dissociation from the ribosome, since numerous reads from the 30S fraction, as expected, mapped to 16S rRNA (∼150,000) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)).

![Analysis of S1 and 30S binding sites of the +42 mRNA with in vitro CLIP. (*A*) Read coverage obtained by deep sequencing of 30S- or S1-protected *tisB* mRNA fragments. The footprints near the 5′ end, at the standby site, as well as upstream of and within the ORF are highlighted with double-head arrows (purple, blue, red, and black, respectively). (*B*) Secondary structure of the +42 *tisB* mRNA with the standby site highlighted (blue), RBS (green), and the *tisB* ORF (black), and S1 and 30S footprint coverage (from *A*) are indicated with double-head arrows (same color code).](pnas.1904309116fig04){#fig04}

A Secondary Structure Element at the 5′-End of +42 mRNA Is Required for Functional Standby. {#s6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As proposed ([@r19]), a standby site requires a single-stranded sequence for 30S binding. The standby-competent +42 *tisB* mRNA indeed contains a ∼15-nt-long ssRNA stretch with a fairly unstable upstream segment, which is absent in the 2 inactive +1 and +106 mRNAs ([@r16]). This unstructured region (light blue line; [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) showed many S1- and 30S-CLIP reads, and thus matched expectations. However, the reads mapping to the immediate 5′end of the mRNA were unanticipated, and suggested a so-far-overlooked element as part of the standby site (positions +42 to +69; [Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). To define the minimal functional standby site, successively 5′-truncated mRNAs were generated ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). The +62 and +66 *tisB* mRNAs are devoid of shorter hairpin elements upstream of the ss region. The +73 and +87 variants have extended ssRNA 5′ regions, whereas the +93 mRNA carries only the single-stranded standby sequence ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). As before, 30S-IC formation on +42 *tisB* mRNA generated a strong 30S/ tRNA^fMet^-dependent RT stop at position +15. In contrast, none of the truncated mRNAs gave significant toeprint signals ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). When the same mRNAs were tested for TisB translation, 2 distinct TisB bands were observed for +42 *tisB* mRNA, as previously reported ([@r16]). All truncations decreased translation to background levels, and only the +93 mRNA gave a weak band ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, both toeprinting and in vitro translation results indicate that a structure element at the 5′ end of +42 *tisB* mRNA is functionally required for standby and contributes significantly to the translation efficiency of *tisB* mRNA.

![A 5′-structural element is required for functional standby and *tisB* mRNA translation. (*A*) Schematics of the truncated *tisB* mRNAs. 5′UTR (gray), standby site (blue), ORF (black), and RBS (green). (*B*) Toeprint assay on the mRNAs as indicated, incubated alone, with 30S, or 30S+tRNA^fMet^. The toeprint signal (+15 nt) is indicated, as are AUG and SD positions. (*C*, *Left*) In vitro translation of +42 *tisB* mRNA variants in the presence of S^35^-Met. Lane "ct": no mRNA added; asterisk: unspecific label transfer to protein in the extract. See [*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental). (*C*, *Right*) Quantitation of band intensities from the gel. The intensity of TisB (+42 mRNA) was set to unity. (*D*) Competition experiments using 5′-end FAM-labeled +42 *tisB* mRNA (10 nM) incubated with 80 nM of S1 in the presence or absence of a 50-fold molar excess of the unlabeled mRNAs indicated. (*E*) Same set-up as in *D*, but with 30S (150 nM) replacing S1. Anisotropy change calculated from triplicates. \**T*-test *P* values \< 0.05; \*\**P* value \< 0.005.](pnas.1904309116fig05){#fig05}

The impairment in TisB translation due to 5′ truncations may reflect poor binding of S1 and, by extension, of the 30S subunit. To test this, we used fluorescence anisotropy on preformed S1 or 30S/5′-end FAM-labeled +42 *tisB* mRNA complexes challenged with a 50-fold molar excess of the truncated mRNA variants. Unlabeled +42 mRNA effectively displaced labeled mRNA from S1, whereas the truncated mRNAs had no significant effect ([Fig. 5*D*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), and the same result was obtained with 30S subunits ([Fig. 5*E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the truncated mRNAs are poor S1 and 30S binders.

The importance of the 5′ stem-loop is further emphasized by the effect of a stem-breaker mutation, which abolishes 30S subunit binding and toeprint formation ([*SI Appendix*, Figs. S1 *A* and *B* and S8](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). Moreover, 30S ribosomes bind to an RNA consisting only of the 5′-stem-loop and single-stranded region ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). In conclusion, the functional *tisB* mRNA standby site consists of both the previously proposed ssRNA sequence and a 5′ end structure element.

Discussion {#s7}
==========

In this study, we define the anatomy of the natural standby site in the 5′UTR of *tisB* mRNA. Previous work identified the single-stranded region to which IstR-1 base pairs as a standby site ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) ([@r16], [@r22], [@r31]). Here, we provide evidence for direct tRNA^fMet^-independent interaction of the 30S subunit to this sequence, based on fluorescence anisotropy: small subunits bind tightly to +42 mRNA (*K*~d~ 17 to 26 nM; [Figs. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)) and are displaced by IstR-1 and unlabeled +42 mRNA, but not by the standby-deficient +106 mRNA ([Figs. 1 *B* and *C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [3 *B* and *D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Ribosomal protein S1 is required; standby-dependent toeprinting and translation are impaired in the absence of S1, but restored on readdition ([Fig. 2 *A* and *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). S1 anchors the 30S subunit to the standby site, as 30S∆S1 ribosomes do not bind +42 mRNA ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), S1 alone binds tightly to the standby mRNA with characteristics comparable to 30S subunits ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), and the read profiles of cross-linked S1 and 30S subunits are almost identical ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

The CLIP experiment gave additional information. As expected, many S1- and 30S-dependent reads mapped to the single-stranded region (+85 to +111; [Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), but surprisingly, also to the immediate 5′-end of +42 mRNA (+42 to +69; [Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). This suggested an element as part of the binding site that, based on chemical and enzymatic probing, is a 5′-stem-loop ([*SI Appendix*, Figs. S6 and S7](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)); its mutational disruption prevented *tisB* toeprinting ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S8](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). Indeed, all 5′-truncated +42 mRNAs ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) failed to support standby-dependent initiation and TisB translation ([Fig. 5 *B* and *C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), and were poor competitors for S1 and 30S binding to +42 mRNA ([Fig. 5 *D* and *E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), as was the 5′-stem-loop breaker mutant mRNA ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)).

The standby dependence on S1 is intriguing and tentatively suggests how standby, in the *tisB* case, may overcome structural sequestration at a great distance. Binding of S1 to the single-stranded region, alone or in the context of the 30S subunit, may entail successive unfolding steps, in line with biochemical studies ([@r17], [@r30]). This may explain the 2 clusters of CLIP reads closer to, and within, the *tisB* ORF ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), which are dependent on prior S1/30S binding to the single-stranded region and the 5′-terminal element, based on the combined results presented here ([Figs. 1 *B* and *C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, [2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, [3 *B* and *D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, and [5 *D* and *E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Directional unwinding also fits the result that a DNA oligo base-paired downstream of the standby site acts as a roadblock for *tisB* RBS access ([@r16]), even though 30S and S1 standby binding still occurs ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)).

An elegant study showed recently how a standby site immediately upstream of an accessible RBS in *E. coli lpp* mRNA can promote very high TE. Standby, in this case, kinetically boosts translation rates since the recruited 30S subunit is ready to initiate as soon as the first 70S ribosome has departed from the RBS ([@r32]). Also here, ribosomal protein S1 (and S2), is important for standby-dependent polysome formation, whereas essential structure elements appear not to be involved. It is striking that standby can solve problems on opposite ends of a TE scale. In the *tisB* case, standby at a great distance enables translation from an otherwise inaccessible RBS, whereas in the *lpp* case, it increases initiation rates from an already accessible RBS.

It is worth pointing out that standby definitions have shifted somewhat since the MS2-based mechanism was proposed. For example, in a biophysical model ([@r33], [@r34]), standby binding involving the combined single-stranded surface area around a translation start site contributes to a combined ∆G-value (of SD-anti-SD, tRNA^fMet^-AUG, SD-AUG spacing, and standby) that correlates with initiation probability. Although these predictions are generally powerful, they fail to account for standby effects in *tisB*. When running active and inactive *tisB* mRNA variants in the RBS calculator algorithm (<https://salislab.net/software/reverse>) ([@r33], [@r34]), the predicted expression of the *tisB* ORF was both very low and also identical for all mRNA tested ([*SI Appendix*, Table S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). This likely reflects that standby from a long distance cannot be handled by the algorithm or that, in our case, a ∆G-based model is not adequate.

The 30S platform has also been described as a universal standby site, able to bind structured mRNAs. In contrast to the *tisB* mRNA, the anchoring of *rpsO* mRNA on the 30S platform requires the SD/anti-SD interaction ([@r18]), which again is dependent on S1 ([@r17], [@r18]). Other standby models are clearly conceivable. 30S binding to a structurally complex mRNA operator could facilitate a folding rearrangement to permit access to the sequestered RBS. Although our data do not exclude such a model, there is at this point little support. For example, 30S subunits do not bind the *tisB* mRNA 3′-domain, whereas a 5′ mRNA segment containing only the 5′-stem-loop and the downstream ss region does ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)). Also, congruent translation and toeprinting results suggest that, since the toeprinting oligo base pairs toward the end of the coding region (e.g., [Figs. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), structural changes are unlikely to account for standby effects.

Most standby models involve single-stranded regions that are bound sequence-nonspecifically by 30S subunits. Single-stranded 5′-tails can act as a binding platform for 30S to bind in immediate vicinity of stable hairpins, and can act as standby sites to promote a high translation rate of mRNAs in which an RBS is sequestered ([@r20], [@r21]). Based on the data presented, the standby site in +42 *tisB* mRNA suggests a more complex picture. Clearly, the single-stranded standby region is required for binding of S1 and S1-containing ribosomes, and is the site at which IstR-1 blocks binding and thus standby-dependent TisB translation. The additional requirement for a structure element ([Figs. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S7 and S8](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)) suggests 2 ways for contributing to standby. First, the additional interaction between this element and S1 or 30S subunits increases affinity (e.g., [Figs. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [5 *D* and *E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, S1 avidly binds RNA pseudoknots ([@r35]). Chemical structure mapping, however, could not conclusively distinguish between a 5′-stem-loop ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental)) and a pseudoknot structure. Second, a 5′ structure could serve as a bookend to constrain the proper positioning of the ribosome on standby (see below).

A shared feature for standby binding, irrespective of the different consequences discussed here, is sequence-independent binding of a free 30S to an unstructured RNA region ([@r16], [@r19][@r20]--[@r21], [@r32], [@r33]) Clearly, this also applies to *tisB*, but 2 aspects differ: the great distance at which the effect is exerted and the requirement of a 5′ structure for functional standby ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, a structure element may also be required for standby in another TA system, *zorO*/*orzO*, with characteristics reminiscent of *tisB*/*istR-1* ([@r36]). This unexpected result may be related to a recent observation: a short hairpin in the coding sequence of *fepA* mRNA promotes translation initiation by constraining lateral sliding of the 30S subunit, thus positioning it effectively at the RBS ([@r37]). This might indicate that structures either upstream or downstream of a 30S binding site (standby or bona fide RBS) are a common solution to increase the half-life of 30S--mRNA complexes.

At this point, it is unclear whether the standby mechanism in *tisB* is a rare or widespread case. Structures at/near RBSs have been observed, which may be required for mRNA stabilization or as binding sites for metabolites, sRNAs, or regulatory proteins. In such cases, standby might be a mechanism to obtain appropriate translation rates.

Materials and Methods {#s8}
=====================

Strains. {#s9}
--------

Strains and primers used in this study are listed in [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental). A chromosomal *rpsA-3xFLAG* gene was generated by scarless mutagenesis ([@r38]).

Ribosome Preparation and Protein S1 Purification. {#s10}
-------------------------------------------------

Ribosome preparation, S1 depletion ([@r17]), and purification of S1 was performed as in [*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental).

Fluorescence Anisotropy Measurements. {#s11}
-------------------------------------

Five or 10 nM (final concentration) of fluorescein-labeled mRNA were denatured for 2 min at 90 °C, followed by 1 min on ice, and then renatured in native buffer 1× (50 mM Tris⋅HCl at pH 7.5, 100 mM K-acetate, 10 mM DTE, and 10 mM MgCl~2~) at 37 °C for 15 min. 30S or purified S1 were added to the reaction mix with or without competitor RNAs (50-fold molar excess of unlabeled mRNA over labeled RNA). Complexes were allowed to form for 20 min at 37 °C. Fluorescein was excited with polarized light (λ~ex~ = 485 nm) and polarized parallel, and orthogonal emission (λ~em~ = 535 nm) was recorded using a Tecan SPARK 10M.

In Vitro Transcription of RNA and FAM Adaptor Ligation. {#s12}
-------------------------------------------------------

RNAs were in vitro transcribed (Megascript kit; Life Technologies, \#AM1330) from PCR-generated DNA templates using hot start Phusion (see [*SI Appendix*, Table S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental) for the primers). RNAs were purified by denaturing PAGE, followed by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. FAM groups were introduced at either the 5′- or the 3′-ends of mRNAs, as described in [*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental).

Toeprint Assays. {#s13}
----------------

Toeprint assays were performed essentially as in ref. [@r16], with more details given in [*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental).

In Vitro Translation Assay and Protein Detection. {#s14}
-------------------------------------------------

Translation was assayed in the PURExpress In Vitro Protein Synthesis system (E6800S, New England BioLabs) in 10-µL reaction volumes. Detection of FLAG-tagged TisB (in [Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) or by radioactive labeling (in [Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) is described in [*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904309116/-/DCSupplemental). To test 70SΔS1 functionality, the PURExpress ΔRibosome Kit (E3313S, New England BioLabs) was used instead and supplemented with purified 30S and 50S subunits.

In Vitro CLIP. {#s15}
--------------

CLIP experiment were based on the ability to pull down 3xFLAG protein using Anti-FLAG magnetic beads (Sigma, A2220). In all experiments, either S1-3xFLAG or 30S containing S1-3xFLAG were used. Next, 15 pmol purified +42 mRNA was denatured for 1 min at 90 °C, placed on ice for 2 min, and renatured in native buffer (50 mM Tris⋅HCl at pH 7.5, 100 mM K-acetate, 10 mM DTE, 10 mM MgCl~2~) at 37 °C for 15 min. Then, 10 pmol of S1 or 30S subunits was added, followed by 15 min incubation at 37 °C. RNA--protein complexes were cross-linked by UV at 254 nm (UVC500 cross-linker; Amersham, 250 mJ/cm^2^). RNA footprints were generated on the beads with benzonase (0.5 U/μL) for 10 min at 37 °C. Proteins were digested with proteinase K (Thermo Fisher Scientific, EK0031) and labeled RNA footprints (25 to 50 nt) gel-purified. Eluted RNAs were converted into cDNA, using the CATS RNA-Seq kit v2 (diagenode, C05010045), and sequenced on an Illumina Miseq device.
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